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MEASURABILITY OF THE PROTON STRUCTUREFUNCTIONS AT VERY HIGH x AT HERA II�Miroslav Helbih and Allen CaldwellColumbia University, 2960 Broadway, New York, NY 10027-6902(212), USA(Reeived June 28, 2002)In this paper we address a question of measuring a proton StrutureFuntions (SF) at Bjorken x � 1. A new method whih allows for a mea-surement of SF at high x to be done with large data samples is proposed.Expeted measurements after HERA luminosity upgrade are estimated us-ing a Monte Carlo simulation. This shows that � 30% preision an beahieved for the highest x-bins with 1fb�1 of data in so far experimentallyunonstrained region. Impat of this measurement on onstraining the fun-damental physis is disussed. A measurement with proton beam energylowered to half (460GeV) is disussed as well.PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 14.20.Dh1. Struture funtions at very high xIn DIS regime the struture funtions an be expressed in terms ofthe parton distribution funtions (PDF). The distributions fall down veryquikly as x ! 1 whih makes the measurement di�ult both beause oflimited statistis and large migrations from lower x regions.For x > 0:5 the relative unertainties on PDFs exeed 30% [1℄ and growwith x. It was shown [2℄ that there is an extra unertainty assoiated withthe parametrization funtion assumption. The existing data allow for a bigenhanement of PDFs at x > 0:7 and an even beome in�nite at x = 1.The highest measured data points x = 0:75 in DIS regime ome fromthe BCDMS ollaboration [3℄. Other published data sets are either in theresonane at lowW � 1�2GeV (SLAC) or being performed on heavy targets(CCFR) and annot be reliably related to the proton PDFs at high x. Thehighest x data points measured at HERA are at x = 0:65 [4, 5℄.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(2897)



2898 M. Helbih, A. Caldwell2. HERA kinematis at very high xHERA is an eletron proton ollider with beam energies Ee = 27:5GeVand Ep = 920GeV. For very high x the struk quark arries a big part of theprotons energy and all the system is boosted in the forward diretion. Theeletrons are sattered in large angles with high energies up to x = 1 and thee�ieny for their detetion is lose to 100%. In addition eletrons providea good resolution on the momentum transfer Q2. However, the resolutionon x is very poor1 for x > 0:1 and there is no distintion between large andmedium x. The hadroni energy in a form of high energy jet esapes thedetetor down the beam pipe above some x for a given Q2 (red urve inFig. 1); the aeptane for hadrons beomes zero. Using jet, however, leadsto a very preise measurement of x with a low sensitivity to the initial stateradiation.
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Other measurable binsFig. 1. Expeted number of measured events for 1fb�1 of data with Ep = 920GeVThe kinematis and standard methods used to reonstrut kinematialvariables x and Q2 are reviewed in more detail in [6℄. None of the standardmethods is, however, suitable for measuring SF at very high x.3. Proposed methodThe proposed method for measuring struture funtion ombines theproperty of high aeptane and goodQ2 resolution from the eletron methodwith the good resolution on x from the jet. The steps for data seletion areas follows:1 For x = 0:7 and Q2 = 2500GeV2 the resolution on x with eletron method isÆ(x) = 0:16.



Measurability of the Proton Struture Funtions at . . . 2899(1) Selet all the events in a given Q2 range Q2min < Q2 < Q2max by theeletron method.(2) Throw away all the events with x measured using jet to be lower thanspei�ed value xmin.This value must be in a region of the detetor with good reonstrution forjets for all Q2 in a given range. What is left are the events with x higherthat the ut.In this way an integral of the ross-setion over the bin xmin < x < 1:and Q2min < Q2 < Q2max an be measured.4. Expeted measurements at HERA IIThe expeted numbers of events were estimated using a Monte Carlosimulation program. Events are generated aording to Born-level ross-setions2. The detetor was assumed to have simple Gaussian type resolutionwith parameters of the ZEUS detetor [4℄. The jet is assumed to be wellontained for angles had > 0:1. The main soure of systemati errors is theunertainty on the hadroni energy sale (ÆEhad = 2%).The expeted number of events to be measured for integrated luminosityof L = 1fb�1 as is expeted after HERA upgrade are shown in Fig. 1.For very high Q2 bin there is about 15% di�erene on the ross-setionsfor eletrons and positrons due to interferene of the photon and Z bosonexhange. For lower Q2 the bins ould be ombined in order to enhanethe statistis. The purities are � 70% and e�ienies are � 80%. Thelargest soure of the migrations omes from the misreonstrution of Q2 tobe higher for events with ISR. This e�et should be, however, well simulatedin the Monte Carlo. The migrations aross the x boundary are the largestfor the highest x bin (� 10%) and drop down to �3�5% for bins startingat lower x. Exept for the highest x and Q2 bin the migrations aross Q2boundary dominate.For the highest x bin (x > 0:7) whih is the most interesting for re-solving possible anomaly at x � 1 the relative preision is � 30%. Thedi�erenes between preditions of di�erent CTEQ4 and MRS99 sets of par-ton distributions are of the order of 10%. These, however, do not inlude theunertainties due to parametrization assumption. However, other parame-terizations allowed by existing data [2℄ allow for an enhanement by a fatorof 6! Therefore, the PDFs at high x an be onstrained by experiments at2 Radiative orretions and higher twist e�ets may be large in this region of phase-spae.



2900 M. Helbih, A. CaldwellHERA after luminosity upgrade. In addition the e�et of higher twist on-tributions and radiative orretions may be large in this region and an beonstrained.For bins starting at lower x the relative preision of the measurement isinreased. On the other hand the ross-setion is a steeply falling funtionof x and the number of events in the bin is dominated by lower values ofx in that bin. A resolution on the possible anomaly at x � 1 is, therefore,redued.It would be an advantage for this measurement if the proton energyould be lowered to half (460GeV) of its present value. The quarks in theinteration are not as energeti and the boost to forward region is not thatpronouned. The aess to large x starts at lower Q2 values and the ross-setions are higher. On the other hand the expeted luminosity is lowerhene an integrated luminosity of 100 pb�1 was assumed for this studywhih would orrespond to 1 year of data taking. The results are shownin the Fig. 2. The di�erene between the ross-setions for eletrons andpositrons is small in this ase. Expeted preision of the measurement issimilar to that of 1fb�1 of running with nominal proton energy.
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Other measurable binsFig. 2. Expeted numbers of events for 100 pb�1 of data with Ep = 460GeV.5. ConlusionsA new method to measure proton struture funtions at very high x isproposed. It is shown that a � 30% preision an be ahieved for the bin0:7 < x < 1 and Q2 > 3900GeV2 with 1fb�1 of data. With suh preisionthe struture funtions an be onstrained in this so far unexplored partof the phase-spae. The impliations on physis range from disriminating



Measurability of the Proton Struture Funtions at . . . 2901between di�erent parameterizations of parton distributions to onstraininghigher twist e�ets and radiative orretion. In addition a good knowledgeof proton struture at large x will help to understand the searhes andmeasurements at proton olliders like Tevatron or LHC.REFERENCES[1℄ E. Tassi, not submitted to the Proeedings.[2℄ A. Caldwell, S. Paganis, F. Siulli, DIS2000 Liverpool, p. 480�482.[3℄ A. Benvenuti et al., Phys. Lett. B223, 485 (1989).[4℄ J. Breitweg et al., Eur. Phys. J. C21, 443 (2001).[5℄ C. Adlo� et al., Eur. Phys. J. C19, 269 (2001).[6℄ H. Abramowiz, A. Caldwell, Rev. Mod. Phys. 71, 1275 (1999).


